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Annex B – The need, solution, tunnel route and alignment

B.1 Ref. 2.2.3

Agree that there is a need to reduce the amount of sewage entering the River Thames so that limits established by the Environment Agency and by experts throughout the world are met.

(721 respondents)
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Ref. 2.2.3

Agree that there is a need to reduce the amount of sewage entering the River Thames so that limits established by the Environment Agency and by experts throughout the world are met.

(721 respondents)
B.2 Ref 2.3.45

Disagree that the tunnel is the right solution

1,244 respondents
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B.2

Disagree that the tunnel is the right solution

1,244 respondents
### B.3 Ref. 2.3.46

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unsure whether it is the right solution</th>
<th>667 respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LR13382, LR13390, LR13422, LR13429, LR13431, LR13433, LR13434, LR13435, LR13436, LR13440, LR13441, LR13444, LR13446, LR9136, LR9278, LR9398, LR9418</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LR13440, LR13441, LR13442, LR13443, LR13444, LR13445, LR13446, 8755, 8830, 8888, 8923, 9024, 9377, LR13424, LR7932, 7934, 7949, 7954, LR7936, 7971, 7976, 7997, 8007, 8043, 8047, 8103, 8109, 8111, 8118, 8199, 8209, 8210, 8288, 8318, 8329, 8413, 8457, 8481, 8452, 8629, 8635, 8648, 8727, 8736, 8743, 8749, 8755, 8830, 8888, 8923, 9024, 9377, LR13424, LR13425, LR13426, LR13427, LR13428, LR13429, LR13430, LR13431, LR13432, LR13433, LR13434, LR13435, LR13436, LR13437, LR13438, LR13439, LR13440, LR13441, LR13442, LR13443, LR13444, LR13445, LR13446
The tunnel is the right solution, in particular because alternatives are not viable.
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LR13439, LR13440, LR13441, LR13442, LR13443, LR13444, LR13445, LR13446, LR13472, LR9280, LR9289, LR9343, LR9398, 9460, 9496, 9497, 9600, LR10970, LR10972, LR10975, LR13411, LR13413, LR13414, LR13425, LR13426, LR13427, LR13428, LR13429, LR13430, LR13433, LR13436, LR13438, LR13439, LR13440, LR13441, LR13442, LR13443, LR13444, LR13445, LR13446, LR13472, LR9280, LR9289, LR9343, LR9398